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civil and professional employments in cities and courts and in the secular administra-
tion of the church.
The highest point in the medieval teaching of grammar and classical literature
was reached at the cathedral school of Chartres during the twelfth century. While the
textbooks of Donatus and Priscian were still the basis for the study of elementary
grammar, students and masters alike studied the writings of the classical authors
themselves. John of Salisbury, the Englishman who was Bishop of Chartres when he
died in 1180, wrote a pure, gracious Latin. Cicero especially influenced his style and
attitude toward life. While John also knew the Bible and the Fathers, he believed the
classics were worthy of study for their own sake. Seeing no essential antagonism
between the secular Romans and religious Christians, he fused them into a rounded
Christian humanism. He bitterly attacked those whom he termed "Cornificians," who
would offer students a "get-learning-quick" method of study so that they could cut
their academic course short and proceed to the practical business of living.
John advanced nearly all the arguments that have since been made in favor of
humanistic training as opposed to practical or vocational education. True education,
he considered, required a thorough grounding in the classics in order to develop critical
judgment and discriminating taste and to acquire the mature understanding necessary
to the contemplative mind. Rhetoric or logic he thought to be of little value and even
harmful unless based on wisdom gained through patient study of the literary humani-
ties. John of Salisbury's own writings give evidence of an amazingly wide but
fragmentary knowledge of classical authors. While John battled against the inroads
being made by logic and philosophy upon the literary studies of grammar and style, his
was a losing battle. The professional studies and Aristotelian science captured the
major intellectual energies of the thirteenth century, and the study of Latin grammar
drifted off into the routine details of analysis of language divorced from classical
literature.
As dartres was famous for its teaching of grammar in the twelfth century, so
was Paris famous for its teaching of logic, and preeminent among the teachers at Paris
was Abelard, who was instrumental in turning the attention of students from the
literary humanities to the delights of dialectics. Although logic was often looked upon
simply as the rules of deductive thinking designed as a preparatory study to be
undertaken before advancing to the higher studies of the quadrivium and theology,
Abelard was able to make logic come alive as the key instrument for probing the
theological relations between man and God and the metaphysical problems dealing
with the origin and nature of the universe.
A brilliant lecturer, a skillful dialectician, a witty classroom entertainer, Abelard
was bold, lucid, original, and sharply controversial. He was always fresh and stimulat-
ing, and therefore he was just the sort of teacher to attract attention at a time when the
usual method of teaching was dry lecturing, eternal glossing of materials, reciting of
propositions and counterpropositions, citing of authorities, and abstruse disputation.
His remarkable range of reading permitted him to enliven his lectures with concrete
examples. By his brilliance, criticism, and pugnacity Abelard fired the interest and
enthusiasm of students who flocked to his schools in Paris by the hundreds and

